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Question 1

How many standards (GAMSO, GSBPM, GSIM, CSPA) have you used/implemented at your Statistical Office?

A: None

B: One or two standards

C: Almost all standards
Question 1

How many standards (GAMSO, GSBPM, GSIM, CSPA) have you used/implemented at your Statistical Office?

A: None (Why, Plans?)

B: One or two standards (Which one? Next steps?)

C: Almost all standards (Experience)
Question 2

What elements do you think are most critical for implementing Modernstats models for the first time in a statistical organization?

A: Lack of understanding of the standard
B: Lack of internal resources
C: Lack of support from top management
Question 3

What elements do you think are most useful for implementing Modernstats models in a statistical organization?

A: Exchange of experiences with other countries

B: Support from management / internal resources

C: Communication / training material
Question 4

What kind of communication material would be more useful/needed?
A: Brochure/flyer with the 4 models together
B: More detailed explanations on each model
C: Wiki forum to be used as an help desk
Question 5

Do you think that specializations of GSBPM are needed?

A: Yes

B: No
Question 5

Do you think that specializations of GSBPM are needed?

A: **Yes** (How do you ensure that the GSBPM remains the generic reference framework? )

B: **No** (Why? How have your organization implement GSBPM? What would you suggest for managing processes that are not represented by GSBPM?)
Question 6

Should the **Collect** phase in GSBPM change name to **Acquisition**?

**A:** Yes

**B:** No
Question 7

Have your statistical office developed CSPA services?

A: Yes

B: No
Question 8

Are you satisfied with implementations of ModernStats standards and models in your agency/office?

A: Yes

B: No
Question 9

Do you think that MMM or other agencies/offices can help you implementing the standards?

A: Yes

B: No

C: MMM what?
Question 10

Do you think that implementation of ModernStats standards and models could *improve the quality* and *reduce the costs* of your statistics?

A: Yes

B: No

C: It already happened
Question 11

In your organisation who manages the HLG-MOS models and standards?

A: One dedicated Unit

B: Different Units for different models

C: No clear management